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Enviro’s Basic Design for complete
recycling plants is now ready
The Basic Design developed by Swedish cleantech company Enviro in cooperation with ÅF has now
been completed. In addition to technical and economic analysis, the purpose of the project has
been to provide documentation that meets the guidelines and regulations for this type of recycling
facilities for tyre disposal in Europe and Chile and in many other international markets.
"We have already benefited from the preliminary foundations in the dialogue with Chinese
Vanlead and several other stakeholders. The basic Design report is an important and firm sales tool
with drawings, process descriptions, a detailed implementation plan and delivery conditions for
complete recycling plants" says Thomas Sörensson, Managing Director of Enviro.
The collaboration with ÅF is now
entering a new phase when the Basic
Design project is complete and the
completed reports can be presented
to potential recycle plant customers.
"In addition to the facility in
Åsensbruk, the Basic Design project
is the most important investment we
have made. Now we have
commercially accepted recycled
materials, patented technology and
an excellent tool for presenting and
implementing plant projects.”
Basic Design is an advanced template Design that includes the fundamentals for developing good
calculations covering all aspects of finance, technology and installation. Customer dialogue can
therefore focus more on local conditions and quickly identify solutions for effective implementation.
"Exactly how much time we save in each individual project is difficult to say, but it's several months
per project only during implementation. In addition to increased efficiency, Basic Design is a platform
everyone will feel safe working with. The underlays have already led us to pack and present a lot of
concrete and professional material in the dialogue with Chinese Vanlead, which led to a MoU."
It is primarily for European and Chilean conditions that the Basic Design report is developed as these
markets are of special interest. Though, the report provides a better and faster implementation
phase regardless of market and some adjustments always need to be made to local requirements
and rules.
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"During the summer, we have used parts of the Basic Design Report as the basis for a number of new
quotes and the response has been very positive. We already have a unique position on the market
with our continuous supplies of recycled materials, we now strengthen our position significantly in
terms of sales."
The sections of the report focusing on Chile also serve as a basis for reporting for the contributions
Enviro was awarded by Chilean government organization CORFO in the autumn of 2016.
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